Spy Camera Pen
SPYPEN2GB

Disguised as a fully working pen, this miniature video camera, is perfect for covert surveillance.
If you need a spy camera that's body mounted, there's nothing easier or more discreet than just putting this
pen camcorder in a shirt pocket for a full view of everything you see in front of you.
Featuring full-colour video and sound recording, 2GB of internal memory, which can store up to 15 hours of
footage, means that you can start the Spy Pen filming and then forget about it. Just clip it to your pocket and
walk around somewhere that you want to film, or leave it in place to record a face to face conversation. If you
want to record in an office environment, then you could just leave it in a stationery holder, or position it to look
like it's just another pen that's been carelessly left on a desktop.
The Spy Pen unscrews to reveal a cleverly concealed USB connector so that it can be instantly connected to
a computer for swift video file transfer. If you're in a tight spot or time is crucial, you could have a covert
recording made, then attached to an email or uploaded to the internet within minutes.
Perfect for private investigators or undercover journalists the Spy Pen Video Camera is essential tool for
anyone that wants to take surveillance matters into their own hands.

Please note, the time stamp software included is not compatible with MAC computers.

>> Also takes still images
>> Photo resolution: 1280 x 1024 JPEG, 1.3 Mega pixel CMOS
>> Support system: WINDOWS 98/ 2000 / XP / VISTA
>> LED light indicator
>> Battery Type: 180mAH high Capacity rechargeable Li-on Battery
>> Charging time: approx 2hrs
>> 3 ink refills included
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